A. Brushed Wool Coat
M 2-18 $329
P 0-16

B. Supersoft Tweed Shift
M XS-XL $119
P S-XL

C. Placed Paisley Oblong Scarf
27” x 72”. Modal/Silk. Dry clean. Ivory multi. C03028 $59.50

D. Swarovski Rope and Crystal Earrings
1” drop. Denim blue multi. D03028 $49.50

All items imported.

For p4 & 5 items, see p4 & 5.
Wrap, p28; cords, p7; Islalets, p80.

This year, we’re giving thanks for the things that make us smile.
The comforts of home.
The crisp air of the beautiful outdoors. The moments we share with loved ones—and the warmth they bring to our lives.

We’re also thankful for you, our Talbots family. To show our gratitude, we made comfort a big part of our November collection. After all, isn’t comfort something we all deserve more of?

Think comfy cozy layers. Beautiful soft colors. Festive Fair Isle sweaters. And a new, irresistible, après-ski-inspired collection to put you in a chalet state of mind.
A. Faux Fur Collar Puffer Vest
Ivory.
See p13.

E. Embroidered Polar Bear Sweatshirt
E04028 M XS-XL P P-XL $79.50
W X-3X WP X-3X $89.50

J. Pushlock Crossbody Bag
81/2"L x 61/2"H. Pebbled leather. Ultramarine blue. J04028 $119

K. Swarovski Rope & Crystal Cuff
Sterling silver with denim blue detail. K04028 $129

B. Hearts & Stripes Crewneck Sweater
B05028 M XS-XL P P-XL $89.50
W X-3X WP X-3X $99

C. Pavé Rectangle Hoop Earrings
¾" diameter. Crystal/gold. C05028 $29.50

All items imported.

Kick off snuggle season with wintry sherbet blues and lots of whimsy.

D. Pointelle Detail Mockneck Sweater
Ultramarine blue. See p21.
All items imported.

E. Embroidered Polar Bear Sweatshirt
E04028 M XS-XL P P-XL $79.50
W X-3X WP X-3X $89.50

F-H. Hearts Winter Accessories
F. Pom Pom Hat F04028 $49.50
G. Scarf 10" x 72". G04028 $69.50
H. Touch Gloves H04028 $34.50

J. Pushlock Crossbody Bag
81/2"L x 61/2"H. Pebbled leather. Ultramarine blue. J04028 $119

K. Swarovski Rope & Crystal Cuff
Sterling silver with denim blue detail. K04028 $129

All items imported.

Tweed sweater, back cover; brooches, p77 & 13; shirt, p21; cords, p25; loafer, p20.
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SOFT NEW blues

Icy and fresh.

In a gently marled dress and a striking stripe sweater.
THE MOST festive SWEATERS

C. Cableknit Fair Isle Yoke Sweater
M XS-XL P P-XL $99.50 W W-X/W-X $109

D. Supersoft Cotton Blend Crewneck Stripe Sweater
Tranquil blue multi. See p.7.
M XS-XL P P-XL $99 W W-X/W-X $109

E. Fair Isle Turtleneck Sweater
M XS-XL P P-XL $99 W W-X/W-X $109

F. Turtleneck Multi Stripe Tunic
M XS-XL P P-XL $99 W W-X/W-X $109

A, B. Modern Ankle Jeans
M XS-XL P 0-16 $95 W 14-22 WP 14-22 $99

A. Ocean Wash On model. A09028
B. Pier Wash. B09028

All items imported.
A-E. Ryan Loafers  
Memory foam footbed. Whole and half sizes 5-11M.
A. Solid 
Pecan brown, red pop, indigo. Also offered in 6-12N, 6-10W. A10028 $129
B. Embossed 
Online/Catalog only. Black/ivory. B10028 $129
C. Quilted Nappa Leather 
Non-skid sole. Enchanted berries, black, holly green, gunmetal. C10028 $119
D. Calf Hair 
Classic leopard. Also offered in 6-10N, 6-10W. D10028 $129
E. Flannel 
Goldheel. Black multi. E10028 $129

F-L. Jeggings  
M 2-8 P 9-16 $195
W 14-24 WP 14-22 $199

F. Ocean Blue Wash  
On model. Cotton/polyester/spandex. F11028 $129

G. Colors  
Cotton/rayon/polyester/spandex. G11028 $109
H. Rinse  
Cotton/polyester/rayon/spandex. H11028 $129
J. White  
Cotton/polyester/spandex. J10028 $79.50
K. Black  
Cotton/polyester/spandex. K11028 $89.50
L. Textured Flock  
Cotton/polyester/spandex. Indigo. L11028 $109

M. Fair Isle Open Front Cardigan  

N. Pintuck Floral Popover  

P. Twist Faceted Beads Bracelet  
7½” long. Indigo multi. P10028 $39.50

All items imported.
A. Faux Fur Collar Puffer Vest
M XS-XL P P-XL $139
W X-3X WP X-3X $139

B-C. Authentic Talbots Tees
W X-3X WP X-3X $69.50

B. Snowberry Stripe
Ultramarine blue multi. B12028
C. Slopes Stripe
Red pop multi. C12028

D. Turtleneck Multi Stripe Tunic
M XS-XL P P-XL $99
W X-3X WP X-3X $109

E. F. Pebbled Leather Wristlet
7 1/2” L x 5 1/4” H. $69.50
E. Platino E13028
F. Solid Red pop, black. F12028
G. Sterling Silver Snowflake Brooch G12028 $69.50
H-L. Holiday Brooch Collection 1 1/2” diameter. $49.50
H. Ice Skates Gold/crystal. H13028
J. Candy Canes Red pop/crystal. J12028
K. Snowman Tranquil blue/crystal. K12028
L. Polar Bear Bright orchid/crystal. L12038
M. Marled Scarf Cotton/acrylic. Hand wash. Black/ivory. For matching hat and gloves. see p50. M13028 $69.50

All items imported.

For more scarf, glove & hat sets, visit talbots.com

1800 TALBOTS (1 800 825 2687)
Our plush 18-wale corduroy has a velvet-like hand. Plus, its specially formulated mix of softeners exclusive to Talbots gives it an added broken-in feel you'll find simply irresistible.

With just the right amount of stretch and incredible comfort, these are winter’s feel-good pants. In a new palette of sherbety colors.
YOUR NEW
favorite
SWEATER

A flattering new shape.
Out-of-this-world softness.
With buttons at the neck.
Great over a cotton shirt.

YOUR NEW
favorite
SWEATER

A flattering new shape.
Out-of-this-world softness.
With buttons at the neck.
Great over a cotton shirt.

talbots.com

Find a larger range of sizes,
stYLES, and colors—and fresh ways to wear them.
NEW SHADES OF GORGEOUS TO KEEP YOU EXTRA TOASTY ALL SEASON LONG.
SHIRTS YOU NEED NOW
Layered or solo, our button-front collection is made for those fall-into-winter days.

A. Albury Stadium Coat
M 2-18 P 0-16 $299
W 14-24 $329

B. L. Classic Cotton Shirts
M S-XL P P-XL $69.50
W X-3X $79.50

C. Glitter Plaid
Cotton/metallic. Party pink multi. B21028

D. Heart Print
Online/Catalog only. Grey/silver. C20028

E. Tahoe Plaid
Online/Catalog only. Sparkling grape multi. D20028

F. Weekend Plaid
Cotton/metallic. Bright orchid/multi. E20028

G. Party Plaid
Cotton/metallic. Ivory/red pop. F20028

H. Pretty Plaid
Aqua frost multi. G20028

I. Dazzling Plaid
Online/Catalog only. Cotton/metallic. Pale jade multi. H20028

J. Casual Plaid

K. Embroidered Penguin
Online/Catalog only. Chambray multi. See p37. L20288
M XL-XL P P-XL $89.50
W X-3X $99

All items imported.

Sweaters, p26; earrings, p6; bracelet, p22; jeans, p8.
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G. Two Tone Crystal Earrings ¾" diameter. Crystal multi. G22028 $29.50

H. Colorful Mixed Bead Bracelet 7 ¼" long. Delicate rose multi. H22028 $44.50


G. Two Tone Crystal Earrings ¾" diameter. Crystal multi. G22028 $29.50

H. Colorful Mixed Bead Bracelet 7 ¼" long. Delicate rose multi. H22028 $44.50

All items imported.

The must-have MOCKNECK

The warmth of wool, gently blended for cozying up. With a pretty scarf, of course.
The shoe everyone has to have. In lots of colors, plus animal and bouclé.

**A-D. Francesca Driving Moccasins**
Memory foam footbed. Whole and half sizes 5-11M, 6-10.5N, 6-10W.
- **A. Suede** Breton blue, dark rum, rich burgundy, rosewood, indigo, amber gold, Kendall grey, black, grape.
- **B. Classic Leopard** B24028 $129
- **C. Grey Leopard** C24028 $129
- **D. Bouclé** Black/white. D24028 $129

All items imported.

**E. Chenille Crewneck Sweater**
M XS-3X, P P-3X

**F. Corgi Colorblock Scarf**
27” x 72”. Polyester/acrylic/viscose/wool. Dry clean. Frosty mint/multi. F25028 $69.50

**G. R. Slim Ankle Jeans**
At waist. Flawless Five Pocket with our invisible slimming panel. Inseams: M29”, P26½”; W29”, WP26½”. Machine wash. Visit talbots.com for Curvy Fit & Tall sizes.
- **M** 2-18
- **P** 0-16
- **W** 14-24
- **WP** 14-22

$99

**H. Enchanted Berry**

**I. Zenith Wash**

**J, K. Wythe Wash** M & P Sizes.

**L, M. Indy Wash** M & P Sizes.


**Q. Granite Wash**
Online/Catalog only. Cotton/spandex. Q25028

**R. Black Velvet Trim Dusk Wash**
Cotton/polyester/spandex. R25028

**The Slim Ankle Jean**
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COZY NEW cables

Our favorite cable crewneck in fresh new hues. Plus, hats, scarves & gloves to match!

A. B. Supersoft Cableknit Sweater

A. Solid Party pink. A26028
B. Tweed B27028

C-E. Solid Juniper ivy, ivory, black, red pop.
C. Pom Pom Hat C27028 $44.50
D. Scarf 10" x 72" D27028 $54.50
E. Touch Gloves E27028 $34.50
F-H. Tweed Iced mint heather, enchanted blue heather, grape heather.
F. Pom Pom Hat F26028 $44.50
G. Scarf 10" x 72" G26028 $54.50
H. Touch Gloves H27028 $34.50

All items imported.

Brooches, p13 & 77.
A-D. Classic Shetland Blazer

A. Mélange Herringbone Lilac, jade. A28028
B. Twill Red pop, darling pink. B28028
M 12-18 P O 15-179
W 14-24 WP 14-22 199

C. Faux Fur Trimmed With removable faux fur collar, shown on p15 & 34. Medium/heather grey. C28028
D. Glen Plaid Mint multi. D28028
M 12-18 P O 16 $189
W 14-24 WP 14-22 209

E-J. Pure Cashmere Plaid Wraps
100% cashmere. Dry clean.

E. Dazzle Lavender mult. E28028
F. Buffalo Check Red pop mult. F28028
G. Sleigh Grey sky heather mult. G28028
H. Weekend Frosty mult. H28028
J. Black Watch Heritage grey mult. J28028

All items imported.

Earrings, p5; jeggings, p11, mocs, p64.

shetland
&
SUMPTUOUS
SCARVES

The ultimate blazer.
So cozy with a cashmere wrap.
So gorgeous in soft new shades.

talbots.com

Sign up for emails to receive exclusive offers, flash sales and invitations to virtual style events.
IRRESISTIBLE
TALBOTS

Choose from three silhouettes. In lots of new solids (some in 100% pima) and must-have prints.
A lush feel.  
A color-fest of fun.  
Now there’s something to smile about.

**THE NEW velveteen**

A, B. Velveteen Straight Leg Pants  
High waist, full length.  
Flawless Five Pocket with our invisible slimming panel.  
Inseam: M30¾”; P28¼”; W30¾”; WP28¼”.  
Cotton/polyester/spandex.  
Machine wash.  
A. Solid  
A32028  
M 2-18  
P 0-16  
W 14-24  
WP 14-22  
$95  
$99  

B. Black Watch Plaid  
B32028  
M 2-18  
P 0-16  
W 14-24  
WP 14-22  
$99  
$109  

C. Pointelle Detail Cableknit Mockneck Sweater  
Long sleeves.  
High-low hem.  
Slightly below hip length.  
Polyester/acrylic/wool.  
Machine wash.  
Grey sky heather.  
C33028  
M XS-XL  
P P-XL  
W X-3X  
WP X-3X  
$89.50  
$99  

D. Reversible Black Watch Belt  
Online/Catalog only.  
1” wide.  
Heritage green multi/indigo.  
M XS-XL D32028  
$59.50  

E. Reversible Metallic Belt  
Online/Catalog only.  
1” wide.  
Silver/indigo.  
M XS-XL E32028  
$59.50  

All items imported.  

Earrings and bracelet, p22; mocs, p24.
So comfy, with sculpting fabric that shapes and smooths.
GET festive

With happy snowflakes, subtle shimmer and irresistible leopard print.

A. Supersoft Crewneck Snowflake Sweater
M XS-XL P P-XL $89.50
W X-3X WP X-3X $109

B. Diamond Print Skirt
Cocktail side zip. Length: M22”; P20”; W24”; WP22”.
M 2-18 P P-16 W 14-24 WP 14-22 $209

C. Side Tie Shimmer Shift Dress
M XS-XL P P-XL $189.50
W X-3X WP X-3X $199

D. Sterling Silver Tennis Pendant
19” with 3” extender. D36028 $79.50

E. F. Jacquard Top
M XS-XL P P-XL $69.50
W X-3X WP X-3X $79.50

E. Ombre Leopard
Print across front, back in solid. Hip length. Black/Athens. E36028

F. Alloyed Mini Dot
Slightly above knee length. F36028

G. N. Straight Leg Jeans
High waist, full length. Five-pocket with invisible slimming panel. Machine wash.
M XS-XL P P-XL $115
W 14-24 WP 14-22 $129

H. G. Catalina Wash
On model.

J. N. Nightfall Wash
On model.

K. G. Catalina Wash
On model.

L. White
Cotton/polyester/rayon/spandex. L37028

M. Black
M & P Sizes. Cotton/polyester/spandex. M37028

P. Q. Open Front Cardigan

P. Solid
P37028
M XS-XL P P-XL $119
W X-3X WP X-3X $139

Q. Leopard Print
Q37028
M XS-XL P P-XL $129
W X-3X WP X-3X $149

G-N. Straight Leg Jeans
High waist, full length. Five-pocket with invisible slimming panel. Machine wash. Visit talbots.com for Curvy Fit & Tall styles.
M 2-18 P 0-16 W 14-24 WP 14-22 $95

Earrings, p69.

P. Grey Sky Heather
P. Tranquil Blue
P. Red Pop
Q. Black/Vory
P. Black

The Do It All Long Cardigan
A flattering long length. The cozy feel of a sweater. Unbelievably versatile. What’s not to love?

With happy snowflakes, subtle shimmer and irresistible leopard print.

All items imported.
F, G. Tish Tie Detail Ankle Boots
1¼" heel. Memory foam footbed.
Whole and half sizes 5-11M.
$199
F. Suede
Online/Catalog only.
Light toffee, chocolate brown. F39028
G. Pebbled Leather
Black. G39028
H-L. Dakota Ankle Boots
1¾" heel. Inside zip. Memory foam footbed.
Whole and half sizes 5-11M.
$199
H. Suede
Online/Catalog only.
Deep olive green, indigo. H39028
J. Nappa Leather
Dark rum. J39028
K. Pebbled Leather
Black. K39028
L. Calf Hair
Classic leopard. L39028

A, B. Cotton Modal Cow/neck Sweater
Machine wash.
M XS XL P WP XL
W X3X WP X3X
A. Solid. A38028
B. Marl. B38028

C. Ponte Jeggings
$109
D. Tipped Houndstooth Ruana

E. Tish Pebbled Leather Riding Boots
Online/Catalog only. Buckle detail. 1⅞" heel. Memory foam footbed. Brown, black. Whole and half sizes 5-11M.
Also offered in extended calf sizes. E39028 $279
F. G. Tish Tie Detail Ankle Boots
1¼" heel. Memory foam footbed. Whole and half sizes 5-11M. F39028 $199
F. Suede
Online/Catalog only. Light toffee, chocolate brown. F39028
G. Pebbled Leather
Black. G39028
H-L. Dakota Ankle Boots
1¾" heel. Inside zip. Memory foam footbed. Whole and half sizes 5-11M. H39028 $199
H. Suede
Online/Catalog only.
Deep olive green, indigo. H39028
J. Nappa Leather
Dark rum. J39028
K. Pebbled Leather
Black. K39028
L. Calf Hair
Classic leopard. L39028 $129
M. Sydney Chelsea Ankle Boots
Black, chocolate. Whole and half sizes 5-11M. M39028 $199

All items imported.

Bangles, p17; earrings, p5.

Just what you need to take you through the season in style (and perfect for crunching leaves).
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Talbots friends,

I want to introduce you to our exciting new brand — Haven Well Within. There’s never been a better time for us to launch this brand. Today more than ever, we believe in the importance of enhancing our lives by taking time for ourselves and thoroughly enjoying every moment of life at home. It should be a place of comfort, where we feel nourished, contented and encouraged to dream. Haven Well Within offers a beautifully curated collection of life-bettering products to help you do just that.

The best news?
You can use your Talbots Credit Card on Haven Well Within purchases.

Here’s to a life well lived.

Lizanne Kindler, CEO

Introducing

Haven Well Within

Join us at havenwellwithin.com for a daily dose of good for you.

A. Cozy Mockneck Stripe Sweater
M XS-XL $99
W P-XL $109

B. Festive Check Skirt
M 2-18 $99
W 0-16 $109

C. Ski Jacket
M XS-XL $279

D. Half Zip Colorblock Quilted Top
M XS-XL $99

E. Button Shoulder Fair Isle Pullover
M XS-XL $79.50
W X-3X $89.50

F. Embroidered Snowflake Sweatshirt
M XS-XL $79.50
W X-3X $89.50

G. Puffer Vest
M XS-XL $139
W X-3X $159

H. Penguin Stripe Crewneck Tee
M XS-XL $59.50
W X-3X $69.50

J. Festive Penguin Wristlet
7”L x 4½”H. Ivory multi. J43028 $44.50

K. L. Snowflake Winter Accessories
K. Hat K43028 $49.50
L. Scarf L43028 $69.50

M. Sherpa Cuff Buffalo Check Gloves

All items imported.

Jeans, p25; turtleneck, p31; boots, p44.

chalet
STATE of MIND
No skis required.
THE GREAT outdoors

Crisp air. New paths. Fun with friends.
We're here to outfit (stylishly, of course) your next adventure.

A. Cableknit Colorblock Cowlneck Poncho
A45028 $129

B. Talbots Soho Leggings
Plaid ponte. Black/mist heather. See p34.
All items imported.

C. Faux Fur Trim Down Alternative Puffer Coat
Ivory. See p19.

D. Placed Snowflake Mockneck Sweater
M XS-XL P P-XL $89.50 W X-3X WP X-3X $99

E. Tech Fleece Leggings
M 2-18 P 0-16 $99 W 14-24 WP 14-22 109

F-H. Tish Walking Boot Collection
1 1/4” heel. Memory foam footbed. Whole and half sizes 5-11M.
F. Nappa Hiking Boots Black. F44028 $199
G. Foldover Cuff Ankle Boots Suede, with gunmetal buckle. Rubber outsole. Kendall grey, black. G44028 $229
J. K. Tish Turnlock Ankle boots
Online/Catalog only. 1 1/4” heel. Memory foam footbed. Whole and half sizes 5-11M. $219
J. Pebbled Leather Black. J44028 $219
K. Suede Kendall grey, black. K44028 $219

J, K. Tish Turnlock Ankle boots
Online/Catalog only. 1 1/4” heel. Memory foam footbed. Whole and half sizes 5-11M. $219
J. Pebbled Leather Black. J44028 $219
K. Suede Kendall grey, black. K44028 $219

All items imported.

Earrings, p7; gloves, p50; hat, p26.
new layers TO LOVE

Our ribbed turtleneck. Perfect for the moment. In a soft cotton blend and irresistible colors.

A. Button Cuff Ribbed Turtleneck Sweater
- Solid: A47028
- Stripe: B47028
- Cuff, p15.

B. Bicolor Diamond Scarf
- C46028

Enjoy incredible rewards and benefits with our Classic Awards program.
D. Nordic Fair Isle Crewneck Sweater
M XS-XL P P-XXL $89.50 W X-3X WP X-3X $99
E. Winter Fair Isle Yoke Sweater
M XS-XL P P-XXL $89.50 W X-3X WP X-3X $99
F. Warm & Cozy Socks
G. H. Fleece Lined Pants
G. Black G48028
M 2-18 P O-16 $99 W 14-24 WP 14-22 $109
H. Mélange Dark Grey H48028
M 2-18 P O-16 $99
I. J. ‘Après Ski’ Authentic Talbots Tee
M XS-XL P P-XXL $64.50 W X-3X WP X-3X $74.50
K. Pushlock Crossbody Bag
Buffalo check. 8 1/2"L x 6 1/2"H. Red pop/black. K48028 $119
L. J. Nordia Fair Isle Winter Accessories
L. Pom Pom Hat L48028 $43.50
M. Scarf 30" x 72", M48028 $69.50
N. Touch Gloves N48028 $39.50
P, Q. Sherpa Winter Accessories
P. Earmuffs P48028 $39.50
Q. Mittens Q48028 $54.50
All items imported.

TEAM THE TALBOTS TWEET CROWD
@talbotsbrand

A. Supersoft Penguin Crewneck Sweater
M XS-XL P P-XXL $89.50 W X-3X WP X-3X $99
B. Tartan Plaid Shift Dress
M XS-XL P P-XXL $99 W X-3X WP X-3X $109
C. Diamond Winter Hat
Cotton/acrylic. Hand wash. Black/ivory. For matching scarf, see p46. C49028 $49.50

All items imported.

J. ‘Aprés Ski’ Authentic Talbots Tee
Visit talbots.com. L48028 $43.50
M. Scarf 30” x 72”, M48028 $69.50
N. Touch Gloves N48028 $39.50
P. Earmuffs P48028 $39.50
Q. Mittens Q48028 $54.50

All items imported.

Earnings, p7; jeggings, p11; scarf, p26; vest, p12; boots, p44.

snow day

Our cute penguin sweater says it all.
D. Faux Fur Trim Down Puffer Coat  Online/Catalog only.
M: XS-XL  P: P-XL  $199  W: X-3X  WP: X-3X  $219

B. Solid  Black. B51028

Dry clean. Navy/multi. A51028
M: XS-XL  P: P-XL  $109
W: X-3X  WP: X-3X  $129

C. Mélange  C51028

M: 2-18  P: 0-16  $109
W: 14-24  WP: 14-22  $129

M: XS-XL  P: P-XL  $109  W: X-3X  WP: X-3X  $129

F. Festive Check Skirt  Ivory/red pop. See p42.

G. H. Marled Accessories
G. Hat  G50028 $49.50
H. Touch Gloves  See p45. H50028 $39.50

...All items imported.

Look good. Stay toasty.
Make the most of wintry days in black & white with pops of red.
Endless comfort. Nonstop style.

For all those moments when comfort is key—choose cozy pieces that feel as good as they look.
Beautiful new blue
From ultramarine to aqua frost, new hues to cozy up to.

A. Pima Terry Relaxed Leg Pant
Perhaps our softest blend yet. With excellent shape retention.

B. Everyday Straight Leg Yoga Pants
Elastic waistband, zip pockets. Inseam: M29½”; P27”; W29½”; WP27”.
Supplex® cotton/spandex. Machine wash. Indigo. 544028
M XS-XL  P P- XL  $69.50  W X-3X  WP X-3X  $79.50

C. Sherpa Yoke Trim Jacket
Sherpa lining and trim at stand collar, front and back yokes, cuffs, and hem.
Ultramarine blue, ivory. 544028
M XS-XL  P P- XL  $99  W X-3X  WP X-3X  $109

D. Jacquard Funnel Neck Top
Zip at left side. Slightly below hip length. 100% cotton.
Machine wash. Marcasite heather multi. 554028
M XS-XL  P P- XL  $79.50  W X-3X  WP X-3X  $89.50

E. Quilted Shimmer Pullover
M XS-XL  P P- XL  $65.90  W X-3X  WP X-3X  $79.50

F. Dream Tweed Zip Cuff Sweater
M XS-XL  P P- XL  $69.50  W X-3X  WP X-3X  $79.50

G. Jacquard Fair Isle Turtleneck Top
Ultramarine blue. See p52.

H. Mixed Stripe Button Detail Pullover
M XS-XL  P P- XL  $79.50  W X-3X  WP X-3X  $89.50

J. Sperry® Crest Vibe Sneakers
White. See p53.

K. Tech Stretch Leggings
Inseam: M27½”; P25½”; W27½”; WP25½”. Supplex® nylon/spandex. Machine wash. Indigo. 558028
M XS-XL  P P- XL  $79.50  W X-3X  WP X-3X  $89.50

All items imported.

MARCASITE
HEATHER
BLACK
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55
A. B. Sherpa Woven Trim Jacket
A. Solid Poly/nylon. Indigo, red pop, ivory. A56028
M XS-XL P P-XL $139
W XS-XL WP X-3X $139
M XS-XL P P-XL $129
W X-3X WP X-3X $149
C. Ruched Long Sleeve Stripe Tee
M XS-XL P P-XL $49.50
W X-3X WP X-3X $59.50
All items imported.

Pants, p94.
Versatile VELOUR

Our gorgeous velour has a luxurious feel and an effortless style.


M XS XL P P-XL $89.50 W X-3X WP X-3X $99


M XS XL P P-XL $89.50 W X-3X $99

C. Sterling Silver Tennis Earrings  ¾" diameter. C58028 $39.50

All items imported.

Earrings, p6; loafers, p10.


M XS XL P P-XL $79.50 W X-3X WP X-3X $89.50


M XS XL P P-XL $59.50 W X-3X WP X-3X $69.50


M XS XL P P-XL $69.50 W X-3X WP X-3X $79.50


M XS XL P P-XL $89.50 W X-3X WP X-3X $99


M XS XL P P-XL $69.50 W X-3X WP X-3X $79.50

All items imported.

Mocs, p24.
No matter how you define the word “party,” we have the looks to love. From hosting-at-home casual to virtual glam. It’s a festive whirl.
our ultra cozy double face jacket
Irresistibly soft and plush on both sides, with a brushed finish. What better way to dress up denim?

A. Shawl Collar Double Face Jacket
M 2-18 P 0-16 $289
W 14-24 WP 14-22 $319

B. Stretch Velvet Tank
M XS-XL P P-XL $39.50

C. Pure Wool Leopard Oblong Scarf
Dry clean. Red pop/black. D62028 $79.50

D. Crystal Buckle Belt
Online/Catalog only. 1" wide. Black. Also in red pop. M XS-XL D62028 $64.50

E. Smocked Split Neck Dress
M 2-18 P 2-16 $149
W 14-24 $169

F. Velvet Quilted Jacket
M XS-XL P P-XL $189
W X-3X WP X-3X $209

G. Pearl & Crystal Hoop Earrings
1" diameter. G63028 $29.50

All items imported.
Necklace, p66; pumps, p73; top, p70; jeggings, p11; bangle, p6; bracelet, p61.
**Talbots Hampshire & Cashmere**

It’s effortless elegance all the way—their favorite tailored pant with our sumptuous new cashmere cowlneck sweater.

### Hampshire Pants
- **A-K. Talbots Hampshire Ankle Pants**
  - **A-F. M & P Sizes**. At waist.
  - **A. Solid** M64028
  - **B. Lined Ivory** B64028
  - **C. Melange Crepe** Polyester/rayon/spandex, C64028
  - **D. Animal Print Jacquard** Online/Catalog only. Cotton/polyester. D64028
  - **E. Mini Check** E64028
  - **F. Houndstooth** F64028
- **M-N. Edison Bow Detail Flats**
  - ¾" heel. Memory foam footbed. Whole and half sizes 5-11M.
  - **M. Suede** Black, indigo, red pop. M64028
  - **N. Tartan** Online/Catalog only. Red pop multi. N64028
- **P. Suede Chain Strap Shoulder Bag**
  - 9"L x 6½"H x 2"W. Black.
  - P65028 $149

### Cashmere Cowlneck Tunic
- **L. Pure Cashmere Cowlneck Tunic**
  - **M. Suede** Black, indigo, red pop. M64028
  - **N. Tartan** Online/Catalog only. Red pop multi. N64028
  - **P. Suede Chain Strap Shoulder Bag**
  - 9"L x 6½"H x 2"W. Black.
  - P65028 $149

All items imported.

Earrings, p5; bangles, p17.
polished & perfect

Our non-iron shirts are always ready for a virtual party. Add a great necklace for instant waist-up style.
A. Turtleneck Multi Stripe Tunic

B. Embellished Cotton Blend Sweater
M:XS-XL  P: P-XL  $129  W: X-3X  WP: X-3X  $149

C. Pearl & Crystal Hoop Earrings
1¼" drop. C68028  $29.50

D. Feminine Boiled Wool Blazer

E. Solid
Online/Catalog only. Black. E69028

F. Glen Plaid
F69028

G. Crystal Hoop Earrings
1" diameter. G69028  $29.50

All items imported.

Talbots Cambridge Pant
E. Solid
Online/Catalog only. Black. E69028

INDIGO MULTII
SHADOW
HEATHER
BLACK
BLUE
ASH
MELANGE
BLACK
RED POP
IVORY
BLUE
ASH
MELANGE
BLACK

We love pairing black and ivory. With gorgeous stripes, a pop of sparkle or a touch of leopard.
D. Feminine Smock Top
M XS-XL P P-XL $89.50 W X-3X WP X-3X $99

E. Stretch Crepe Tie Waist Ankle Pants
M 2-18 P 0-16 $99

A. Velvet Ruched Faux Wrap Top
M XS-XL P P-XL $69.50

B. Tailored Ankle Pants
M 2-18 P 0-16 $129

C. Leopard Discs Crystal Necklace
18” with 3” extender. Crystal/black. C70028
$129

D. Feminine Smock Top
M XS-XL P P-XL $89.50 W X-3X WP X-3X $99

E. Stretch Crepe Tie Waist Ankle Pants
M 2-18 P 0-16 $99

A. Velvet Ruched Faux Wrap Top
M XS-XL P P-XL $69.50

B. Tailored Ankle Pants
M 2-18 P 0-16 $129

C. Leopard Discs Crystal Necklace
18” with 3” extender. Crystal/black. C70028
$129

F. Paisley Lace Top
M XS-XL P P-XL $129 W X-3X WP X-3X $149

G. H. Talbots Hampshire Velvet Ankle Pants
G. Solid Cotton/polyester/spandex. Ivory. G70028
M 2-18 P 0-16 $109

H. Heart Print Polyester/viscose. Black multi. H71028
M 2-18 P 0-16 $119

J. Chain Link Necklace
18” Crystal/gold. J71028 $159.50

K. Animal Print Halter Top
M 2-18 P 0-16 $99 W 14-24 WP 14-22 $109

L. Classic Double Pearl Earrings
1” drop. Ivory/gold. L71028 $39.50

M. Pearl & Beads Enamel Bracelet
Ivory/gold. M71028 $39.50

All items imported.
Pumps, p73.
pretty & new

Two great dresses and the shoes you need to step it up.

M XS-XL; P P-XL $149 W X-3X; WP X-3X $149

B. Winter Statement Necklace  18” with 3” extender. Ultramarine blue multi. B72028 $79.50

C. Skinny Hinged Bangle  Enchanted berry/gold. C72028 $39.50

M 2-18; P P-XL $149 W 14-24; WP 14-22 $149

E. Pavé Starburst Earrings  1” diameter. Crystal multi. E72028 $29.50

F. J. Erica Twist Detail Black Watch Mules  Online/Catalog only. 3” heel. Red pop, black. K73028 $139

G. H. Bow Detail Kitten Heel Mules  Online/Catalog only. Memory foam footbed. Whole and half sizes 5-11M. K73028 $139

H. Metallic Gunmetal. H73028 $139


K. Erica Bow Detail Kitten Heel  2” heel. G73028 $139

L. Isa Suede Bow Embellished Block Heel Pumps  2½” heel. Red pop, black. Whole and half sizes 5-11M. L73028 $149

All items imported.

F-J. Erica Pumps  Online/Catalog only. Memory foam footbed. Whole and half sizes 5-12M.

F. Strappy Mules  2” heel. Red pop, black. F73028 $139

G. Suede Black. G73028 $139

H. Metallic Gunmetal. H73028 $139


K. Erica Twist Detail Black Watch Mules  Online/Catalog only. 2” heel. Memory foam footbed. Heritage green multi. Whole and half sizes 5-11M. K73028 $139

L. Isa Suede Bow Embellished Block Heel Pumps  2½” heel. Red pop, black. Whole and half sizes 5-11M. L73028 $149

All items imported.

talbots.com

Find a larger range of sizes, styles, and colors—and fresh ways to wear them.

Necklace, p.66.
M 2-18  P 2-16  $149  W 14-24  WP 14-22  $169
Earrings, p58 & 63; necklace & bracelet, p71; pumps, p73.

M 2-18  P 2-16  $129  W 14-24  WP 14-22  $149

The new Little Black Dress is an instant statement maker. Wear it with confidence.

M XS-XL  P P-XL  $139  W X-3X  $159

C. Velvet Bow Clutch  10” L x 5½” W. Black. C74028  $109

M 2-18  P 2-16  $179  W 14-24  WP 14-22

All items imported.
For over seven decades, we have sought the highest quality fibers, then transformed them into the softest and most luxurious yarns anywhere.

**Talbots cashmere**

The look. The feel. The luxury.

For over seven decades, we have sought the highest quality fibers, then transformed them into the softest and most luxurious yarns anywhere.

A-C. Cashmere Audrey Sweater
Three-quarter sleeves. Hip length. 100% cashmere. Hand wash.

A. Solid A77028
M XS-XL P-P XL $169
W X-X L WP X-X L $189

B. Placed Paisley B76028
C. Elegant Leopard C77028
M XS-XL P-P XL $179
W X-X L WP X-X L $199

D. Cashmere Turtleneck Sweater
Online/Catalog only. Long sleeves. Hip length. 100% cashmere. Hand wash. D76028
M XS-XL P-P XL $179
W X-X L $199

E. Winter Sherbet Necklace
24” with 3” extender. Frosty mint. E76028 $69.50

F. Crystal Brooch
2½” diameter. F76028 $49.50

G. Sterling Silver Tennis Bracelet
7½” long. G76028 $129

All items imported.
Ahhh, cashmere

Pick a color. Pick a pattern. Pick a sweater. Pick a scarf.

A. Cashmere V-Neck Sweater
Cowl/Catena only. Long sleeves. Hip length. 100% cashmere. Hand wash. Azalea. A78028
M XS-XL $169
W X-3X $189

B. Cashmere Button Cuff Crewneck Sweater
Long sleeves. Hip length. 100% cashmere. Hand wash.
B. Solid B78028
SPARKLING GRAPE M P-XL $169
W WP-X-3X $189

C. Dot C78028
D. Stripe D78028
M XS-XL $139
W X-3X $159

E-H. Cashmere Winter Accessories 100% cashmere. Dry clean.
E. F. Scarves E17 $129
F. Chevron Stitch F78028
G. H. Hat G78028
H. Dot H78028

Earrings, p7 & 63; bangles, p6.
A. Cableknit Tweed Sweater
Mockneck. Long sleeves.
Hip length. Polyester/acrylic.
Machine wash. Frosty mint.
A80028

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>XS-XL</th>
<th>P-P-XL</th>
<th>W-X-3X</th>
<th>WP-X-3X</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$109</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GREY SKY HEATHER

All items imported.

Earrings, p7; loafers, p10; jeggings, p11.